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A Man Without Mind
 
A man without mind,
He may be cruel or kind.
He may have no tension,
And no problem in addition.
 
You already appreciated him,
With stones or bricks.
You already declared him
With words like ugly which heart breaks.
 
He have no family
To protect him,
He have no relatives
To respect him.
 
He have no helper
To help him,
He have no friend
To talk him.
 
The case of mad
May be current shock.
The case of mad
May be peoples mock.
 
We say he is mad,
To see him we feel sad.
A man without mind,
He may be very kind.
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Air Warriors: Pilot
 
The work of warriors is lot,
They do hard work but they nothing got.
They work with unstable time,
They have life without joy and rhyme.
Pilots are invader of death,
For countries wealth and worth.
 
They are touching kilometres of altitudes,
Because they have no attitude.
Everyone had thinking salary of pilot is high,
This can be interrogatively replied,
Can they become pilot! if not, why?
 
Expensive clothes of actor,
Like as expensive post of Aviators.
Control direction of flight,
Their decision always be 100% right.
 
Aviators parents are thinking at beginning of flight for him,
Because pilot are in clouds of Dim.
With hard work you can become,
Fear of flying can be overcome.
 
I know they are very busy,
But to become pilot it is very easy.
With hard work you must come through,
Your dream of pilot become true.....
 
shipra singh
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Be Friend Or Be Foe......
 
To make someone foe is simple,
Believe otherwise taken example.
 
Heavy, speedy rain and air
Seen ateverywhere
How it is dare?
Nobody cares.
 
A competition was held among them
Rain and air was participates name.
Both where was very strong
Nobody can see 'who was wrong? '
 
Human technology had failed,
In home they all where jailed
Human assumptionwhere destroyed,
Human is not worldwinner was confirmed.
 
Human made nature to be torture,
But human is not more than nature.
There aremany natural phenomena
As drought, Tsunami, earthquake, Thunder
Which makes human blunder.
 
Don't make the nature foe,
Otherwise they will away and go.
You will destroy nature,
Then Nature will destroy humans creature.
 
shipra singh
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Dynamic Connection
 
I had seen the fear of old,
His every tears was bright and bold.
He wAs fearing of a man who comes,
Man was not aged butt young ones.
 
Young is searching the pair for two,
But for old no one is more than you.
Love and respect you had already sold,
Old is thinking young one as gold.
 
In angryness sometime you had scold,
More than this
You can beat,
After that why you had not talk or meet?
This will really hit,
To mind of old.
 
Not hoping for better life of young generation,
But who for best life of old generation.
His luminiousness was going to decline,
But his eyes was full of kin.
 
He will move
But you cannot improve.....
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Earth
 
Our planet name 'Earth',
Which is valuable as worth.
Try to make earth acquire,
Cry to make earth make expire
 
Earth is like arid planet,
We are responsible of this effect,
We can dislike of this effects,
We together can avoid of this affection.
 
Avoiding of cutting down trees,
Avoiding of burning trees,
Avoiding of killing animals,
We oath  together to avoid douse of water.
 
Water is tasteless,
Life became colourless,
Nature unwelly tuneless,
Flowers become smellless,
Misuse people became unless, ,
Life is like useless.
 
So, 'please try to save the earth and save the nature'.
 
shipra singh
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Exam
 
Exam is a word
Word that shows,
Our personality
To achieve the goal.
 
Exam is like a magnet
Word that shows,
Attraction to books
Repelness to bad things.
 
Exam is like a conductor
Word that shows,
Insulating ignorance
Conducting knowledge.
 
Exam becomes hard
Word that shows,
For those stupids
Who doesn't wants to achieve the goal.
 
 
Exam becomes simple
Word that shows,
For those successor
Who achieve their goal.
 
 
 
_Shipra Singh
 
World that shows,
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Full Stop In Life
 
Go through your heart's station,
Life as sentence is consideration.
 
Don't treat life as a game,
A Silent Killer baby came.
 
What type of sentence and character he Discover,
Boy can give order or exclamations he prefer.
 
He had mature and grow,
He become a nice bro.
 
Comma(, , , , ,)came with wife,
Division came in life.
 
Giving respect to parents is must,
But the boy is destroying the trust.
 
Parents are the sentence boulders,
Full stop came in life of olders.
 
Mother, father and son are cyclic cone
But the main characters has gone.
 
verb and object has no sense,
Boy become meaningless member of sentence.
 
It will be happen to the boys same,
Parents full stop in life came.
 
Do not treat parents as 'old bus',
They are God gifted for us.
 
If parents has satisfied you as' a good son',
Then you shall surely become 'good person'.
 
As a poet, 'I will not tell a lie'
But I had done something and feel shy.
I want you not to do the same,
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Because life is not a game.......
 
shipra singh
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Humanity Needs Affinity
 
Try to make good your life,
Try to make good your likes,
Try to make good your choice.
There are good adequacy,
There are bad adversary.
 
Try to make others happy,
With your humanity.
Try to make others humanity,
With your affinity.
 
To be a good
We have to give food to poor,
To be a adamanter
We have to be a helper.
 
If you see anyone in problem,
Make a photo in mind album.
If you have ability,
Help with your affability.
Otherwise you are a cheater,
Who cheat themselves life.
 
By Shipra singh
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India
 
A seventh largest country,
Rupees is our currency.
Indian army is strong,
Nothing is wrong.
 
Indian have many agilities,
Indian have felling of nationality.
Indian is so much kind,
Indian have sharp mind.
 
Found different flowers with petal,
Gold is a metal,
Things shine as brittle,
So, Delhi is our capital.
 
Late night indian sleep,
Beautiful island is lakshadweep.
A things comes soon,
Which is wind system mansoon.
 
The word which is same,
With india start its name.
That is indian ocean,
That is found in asian,
But country of indian.
 
Indian clothes is measure in mitre,
Indian milk is measure in litre.
 
A biggest planet is Jupiter,
Indian like a good orater,
So, everything is better,
Peoples are cool as refrigerator.
Cold things is ice,
Sold things is rice,
Nationality is wise,
Everything  is nice.
 
Shipra singh
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Loss Of Childhood
 
Your future will shine,
If you use your mind.
 
How happy you was,
When laugh was your actual cause.
 
You wake up morning early,
For remembering the speech only.
To show goodness of yourself in family,
Or to recite the speech in school assembly.
 
You was pretty, pretendful,
Your crying was meaningful.
With few pearls of diamond,
Your watery eyes was beautiful.
 
This childhood you never get,
Time is running you will late.
Your heart knows better than you,
Hard work is important too......
 
shipra singh
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My  Lord, My God
 
The value of god,
Which is actually as lord.
They fly as bee,
But they never see.
 
God is alive,
Good things will relive.
Whom we believe,
Whether god or science alive.
 
Peoples wants to go to meet to god,
If it possible with lift,
Because god precious gift,
Otherwise god will rude and rift.
 
And if they will worry,
Then there will god discovery.
So, love to god is necessary,
Because there is many god adversary.
 
For earth's nourishment,
And for people's advancement,
Except God's dominant,
And say'My lord, Oh my God'.
??????????????????????????????????????????
Shipra singh
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My English Teacher
 
He came from Kerala,
A state of king and Cinderella.
A place of bound,
Where more coconut are found.
 
His name is Sir Britto,
Which is humble planet like Pluto.
He always say to learn first fiction,
To learn the success of affection.
They prepare our tense
That we get atleast common sense.
 
By mistake if we feel shame,
They teach about name and fame.
He tells always open your eyes,
But never tell a lie.
 
He like to play basketball,
So, he is so much tall.
He always says 'keep silent '
He have such a talent,
Time and tide wait for none,
Sir, I will say my work is done.
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Royalty Is Rationality
 
A royal person,
They shine as bright,
We suppose and might,
They always be right,
But they never fight.
 
A person with royalty,
They have peace and rationality.
 
Have moral value as morality,
With full felling of biblety.
 
They have many ability,
So, they grow as politically.
 
They have no pretension and glority,
Have such a great personality.
 
They pay to do greatly,
Have knowledge with confidentially.
 
So, they are called Royalty
Because 'Royalty is Rationality'.
 
Shipra singh ????????????????????????????????????????
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The Greedy World
 
The greedy world,
Where people's eyes are fold,
They see bad as behold.
Telling lie is son,
As failier is din.
 
Never kill anyone with knife,
So, you lost your life.
Start working hard,
So, there will be your gard.
Make as sitting,
Discuss as meeting,
About world as cheating.
 
Be a humble,
Good as it's symbol.
 
By
Shipra singh ??????
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